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House Resolution 1699

By: Representatives Dawkins-Haigler of the 91st, Carter of the 92nd, Kendrick of the 93rd,

Mitchell of the 88th, Glanton of the 75th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly, a native of Guyana, is the founder and president of the2

Caribbean and American Global Business Connections, established in 2011; and3

WHEREAS, Ms. Sumrah-Kelly is a global radio hostess, motivational speaker, and global4

expansion leader in the leisure travel industry; and5

WHEREAS, she is known as Atlanta's number one global networker, connecting6

entrepreneurs and other business professionals worldwide through leadership platforms and7

related events in over 30 countries; and8

WHEREAS, Ms. Sumrah-Kelly shares her passion for self-realization and empowerment9

with individuals from all sectors, and works with her radio partner, 108|Praise Radio, to10

spotlight communities, brick-and-mortar businesses, and a variety of networking11

opportunities, both local and global; and12

WHEREAS, the Caribbean and American Global Business Connections platform also works13

with nonprofit entities to enable them to travel and contribute to missionary initiatives; and14

WHEREAS, she currently directly mentors entrepreneurs and provides business coaching,15

and under her tutelage, from 18 to 25 businesses owned by or lead by young adults have been16

given the opportunity to succeed; and17

WHEREAS, in 2013, the Women Empowerment Network presented Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly18

with the Diamond of the Year Award for her commitment to empowering and inspiring19

global communities, and one of Atlanta's most prominent publications, Rolling Out20

Magazine, nominated Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly as One of the Top 25 Women to Know in21

Atlanta; and22
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WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this23

remarkable individual be appropriately recognized.24

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that25

the members of this body recognize and commend Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly on all of her26

achievements, and extend to her their most sincere best wishes for continued success.27

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized28

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to29

Sebrena Sumrah-Kelly.30


